Coul d ONE WORD m ak e a l l the differ ence?

In 2013, Laurie received a
message:

I a m enough.
I ha ve enough.
We a r e enough.
We ha ve enough.
Enough!

It felt like a lightning bolt. But what could it mean?
After three years of research, she was astounded by
the big picture she was seeing: abundant evidence
that the root cause of most suffering, and the key to
liberating ourselves from it is contained in our
orientation to one word: ENOUGH.

Early praise for the book:
“There are days when I really want to shriek
‘Enough is Enough!’ about the madness our
world has become. And then, like a breath of
fresh air, along comes Laurie's marvelous book
to show us just how we got into 'too much' and
all its consequences, and just how simple it is to
get off the roller coaster and into a more
peaceful and loving life ride.
This book is a must for a saner and more caring
future. “
- Elisabet Sahtouris, PhD, author of Earth Dance
and Gaia's Dance and featured in the films Dalai
Lama Awakening , I Am, Occupy Love and Femme.

From thriving social movements to cutting edge
science and technology, to leaps in human
consciousness, to Nature’s own 13.7 billion year old
success story, Laurie found that the ENOUGH
MESSAGE points to an empowering archetypal
process that unlocks personal and planetary
transformation - and it’s all happening right now.
Discover an empowering new lens that will help you
to see reality for what it really is, unlocking your true
potential as a powerful agent of good in your life and
the world.
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Laurie Can Provide the Following Programs for You:
As an experienced wisdom circle facilitator and creator of transformative education, Laurie has facilitated
circles for nonprofits, activist groups and even at the United Nations! She loves to host rich, authentic
conversations and immersive experiences that give people a hands-on experience of Enough. She can
customize a circle for almost any audience. Some of her themed circles about Enough include:
The Transformational Power of Enough
How to Liberate Yourself and Remake the World with Just One Word
Rx for Earth-Lovers and Activists
Reinvigorate Your Optimism, Passion and Joy for the Work that Makes a Difference
Gather the Women, Change the World
Women’s Heart-Based Leadership: The Essential Element to Creating a Better World

She also offers inspirational talks such as:
If Scarcity is a Myth, Where Can I Find Enough?
What the Data Shows: The Old Planetary Story of Scarcity is Dying; The New Story is Based on Enough
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